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Introduction to Object Oriented Development
Part i – SOFTWARE
setting up and running the computer system. Many of
the tasks the system software carries out are invisible to
the user. Examples include memory management and
virus detection. Apart from the OS, other system software
includes utility programs and compiler / assembler and
interpreter software.

Learning Outcomes
Students should be able to:
•
-

demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the
concepts associated with:
systems software (management of file types / source /
binary / executable / XML;
application development software (object oriented
platforms including open source).

Higher level software is application software which enables
users to accomplish tasks. Common examples are Database
software, Word Processing and Spreadsheets. Customised
application software can be developed for specialised tasks.

Source Code

Course Content

Source code is human-readable programming language.
Computer programs are written using a programming
language – either a list of commands (procedural code) or
as a collection of interacting objects (object-oriented code).
Source code is written in a text editor such as ‘Notepad++’
or, more commonly now in an Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) and saved to a storage device, such as
a hard disc drive (HDD), as encoded text. The IDE is a set of
tools that help in writing and modifying program code, with
extensive error detection and correction capability.

Hierarchy of Computer Systems

ASCII
For many years, the standard way of encoding keyboard
characters for storage on a digital storage device (such as a
HDD) was by using ASCII. ASCII defines a 7-bit digital code
for every character on the standard computer keyboard.
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At the centre of virtually every computer system is a
central processing unit (CPU). This is often called the ‘brain’
of the computer but a better description might be the
‘calculator’ of the computer. It controls, and sequences all
input and output operations and carries out simple logical
and arithmetic operations very quickly, over billions of
operations every second. The CPU, along with the other
physical components of the motherboard is known as the
hardware.

Sitting directly on top of the hardware is the operating
system (OS). Examples are Android, OS X and Windows.
The OS provides an interface between the user and the
hardware. The OS is system software - low-level software
which is concerned with the more technical aspects of

Character

Binary ASCII
encoding

/

00101111

C

01000011

E

01000101

A

01000001

(space)

00100000

S

01010011

D

01000100

ASCII has 127 possible encodings, and the first 32 of these
are non-letter characters such as backspace. This means
that other characters such as the Euro symbol (€) cannot
be represented using ASCII. More modern and flexible
encodings include unicode.
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example of an IDE is Microsoft’s Visual Studio range
of products which support the development of many
languages including Visual Basic, Visual C#, Visual C++,
and Visual Web Developer. The ‘Express’ version can be
downloaded from Microsoft at no cost.

Executable Files
After the program source code has been written in a text
editor, and stored to the HDD, it can be compiled into a
file that has the program instructions in a form which can
be understood by the CPU. These “machine-code” files
are no longer legible for the programmer. They contain
a series of operation codes for CPU instructions and the
memory locations of the data. These are called binary files
or executable files.

The principal elements of Visual Studio Express are a code
editor, a debugger and a designer. Each of these elements
has many lower level features to help the Software Systems

Activities

XML
A more structured way to store data is in Extensible Markup
Language (XML). XML was created as a standard means
of storing and transporting data. It is closely related to
Hypertext Markup Language, (HTML), the language in
which web pages are served. While both are intuitively
readable, XML was designed to carry and store data while
HTML was designed to display data. Both XML and HTML
use tags to identify the type of data in a file. A HTML file
would have a <header> tag to indicate that the data
following the tag was part of the page header, and not
therefore for display. In XML, the tags are all user-defined.
It is noteworthy that XML does not process the data or
perform any calculations on the data. It is a wrapper for the
data, a standardised envelope in which to store data. Today,
XML is the most common mechanism for data transfer
between software systems.
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Application Development Software
Software Systems Design is the process of designing
and developing software systems. In a broader sense
software systems design includes research, prototyping,
testing, modification, re-engineering and maintenance of
software. For programming in today’s high level languages,
many of these activities take place within an Integrated
Development Environment (IDE). An IDE is a program
that provides comprehensive facilities to a programmer
for software development. It would normally include a
source code editor with syntax error highlighting features,
compilation automation tools and debugging aids. An

Designer.

QUESTIONS
Q1 State whether each of the following are examples of:
a. a Software Application
b. an item of Hardware
c. a programming Language
The first one has been done for you.
i

Java

ii

CPU

iii

C++

iv

Excel

v

C#

vi

Linux

vii

RAM

viii

Drivers

A programming language

Q2 What does XML stand for?
a. Extra Mild Language
b. Extensible Markup Language
c. Example Markup Language
d. External Markup Language
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Q3 A modern IDE might allow a programmer to...
(tick any correct answers)
i

Edit code with helpful syntax
highlighting

ii

Check out files so that other
programmers do not overwrite
changes.

iii

Design the Graphical User Interface.

iv

Manage whole-team design reviews.

v

Design a test plan.

vi

Project manage the entire project with
resource allocation tools.

